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Wood Floof Cleaner & Maintainer
Wood Floor Cleaner & Maintainer

Form..................................................................Liquid
Color.....................................................................Blue
pH....................................................................7.0-8.0
Specific Gravity @ 75OF............................................0.98
Density @ 75OF...............................8.76 lbs Per Gallon
Stability..............................................1 Year Minimum
Slip Resistance.............................Meets ASTM D 2047

 4x1 Gallon Case
Bottles Contain 25% PCR
Carton Contains 55% PCF

2 HEALTH

2 FLAMMABILITY

0 REACTIVITY

B PERSONAL PROTECTION

WENCO® WFC™ is a versatile concentrated cleaner designed specifically for 
maintaining sealed wood floors.  It is effective in removing contaminants 
from the floor surface that cause loss of traction on wood sport floors such 
as dust mop treatments, body oils, dust, and dirt. It is formulated to dry fast 
without leaving a residue.  This water dilutable product’s versatility can be 
utilized to wet screen, spot clean or daily clean.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
WET SCREEN
Dust mop floor; remove gum, tape, adhesives using scraper, putty knife and/or proper solvent.  Dilute WENCO® 
WFC™ @ 4 oz./gal of water into a mop bucket or auto-scrubber.  Apply with auto-scrubber or mop and screen 500 
sq. ft. (250 sq. ft. per side) with floor machine or auto-scrubber across boards then with boards (both ways for 
uniformed screening) moving across the floor making sure every area is thoroughly screened—120 grit screen 
for optimum results.  Rinse floor with clean water and new mop or new pads.  Tack floor with damp towel (water 
only) wrapped around a push broom to remove any introduced dust before re coating.

INTENSIVE CLEANING 
Dust mop floor.  Dilute 8 oz. WENCO® WFC™ per gal of water (1:16) into auto-scrubber with blue pads.  
Let product down on floor with the vacuum off for the length of the floor with the direction of boards, 
then turn around and scrub the same path but with the vacuum on.  Continue process across the entire floor.

SPOT CLEANING
Pour 8 oz. WENCO® WFC™ into one quart spray bottle with water (1:4) then spray on spot to be removed.  
Let it dwell 2-5 minutes, scrub with gentle pad or brush, then wipe to dry.

DAILY CLEANING
Dust mop floor.  Dilute 2 oz. WENCO® WFC™ per gallon of water (1:64)  into mop bucket or auto-scrubber and 
damp mop or light scrub the floor using white or red pads.  Dilute 4 oz. of WENCO® WFC™ if using tacking method 
or using micro fiber flat mop method.
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